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Abstract 

Mobile commerce known as M-commerce is an emerging discipline that involves mobile 
device, wireless networks and Internet technologies. M-Commerce refers to the different 
types of business transactions that are conducted on mobile devices using wireless 
networks. Mobile banking or M-banking is also equally refereed as mobile E-banking. It 
is considered to be the latest gateway in electronic banking that provides a platform for 
doing banking transactions using mobile telecommunication devices. The aim of this 
paper is to investigate the level of adoption of Information and Communications 
Technology (ICT) in the banking sector and to assess the prospects of M-banking in 
Oman. The findings shows that most of the banks and the telecoms operators have the 
strengths to offer better qualities of electronic and mobile services to the residents of 
Oman. Currently, the banks are trying to offer one form of M-Banking or the other, but 
the weaknesses are the level of patronage and fewer services. The level of patronage is 
low and it requires concerted efforts of the telecoms operators and the financial 
institutions to fast-track the development of M-Banking services to the people. It is 
expected that recent development of 3G (Third Generation) network will boost M-
Commerce activities in the sultanate of Oman but may require further investment in the 
quality of cell phones and mobile network. 
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INTRODUCTION 

The telecommunication Industry has witnessed considerable advances in the last one 
decade. The major changes has come in the delivery of the content, applications and 
services to the mobile and other wireless communication devices. M-Commerce is an 
emerging area which refers to Mobile Commerce and defined as the use of a wireless 
terminal like a cellular telephone, smart phone or Personal Digital Assistant (PDA) and a 
network to access information and conduct transactions that result in the transfer of 
value in exchange for information, goods and services and is likely to put at test the 
regulatory mechanism that are in place to deal with the traditional transactions.United 
Nations Conference on Trade and Development (UNCTAD) defined M-Commerce as 
buying and selling of goods and services using wireless hand-held devices. M-Banking 
is equally referred to as mobile e-Banking. It is defined as the newest channel in 
electronic banking that provides a convenient way of performing banking transactions, 
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which is also known as “pocket-banking” (Charles, 2006). 
 
M-Commerce refers to the different types of business transactions that are conducted on 
mobile devices using wireless networks. M-banking is also equally refereed as mobile E-
banking. It is considered to be the latest gateway in electronic banking that provides a 
platform for doing banking transactions presenting M-banking as the medium of 
providing financial services using mobile telecommunication devices. 
 
The major difference between the electronic and mobile business transaction highlighted 
by the prefixes “e” and “m” is that the electronic medium offers “anytime access”, while 
mobile offers “anytime and anywhere access” for business transactions (Tiwari et 
al.,2006). The other major differentiating factor is that electronic transactions are limited 
to computer networks that are fixed in nature, while mobile transactions refers to 
computer networks that support both stationary and wireless  connectivity. M-Commerce 
feature can be highlighted as absolute, immediacy, real-time, localization, proactive 
functionality (through SMS), and simple making sure procedure (based on a subscriber 
identification module (SIM) and personal identification number (PIN) (Tiwari et al.,2006). 
 
Mobile Services in Oman 
 
Mobile commerce is one of the promising areas that involve mobile devices, wireless 
networks and Internet technologies. The Sultanate of Oman has also experienced a 
phenomenal growth of the telecommunication industry and it is among one of the fastest 
in the Arab world. The Omani telecommunication industry is dominated by two major 
companies- Oman Mobile and Nawras, but in the last one year three more companies 
have entered in the market i.e. Mazoon, Friendi, and Renna. All these companies are 
offering 3G+ services which offer the high speed broadband internet services, wide area 
wireless voice telephony and data transfer services. This trend has immensely helped 
some of the major sectors of the economy like telecommunications, banking and e-
commerce specially. 
 
Figure 1: Mobile Penetration in the Middle East 
Source: ITU World Telecommunication Indicators Database 
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Figure 2: Fixed line and Mobile subscribers in Oman 
Source: ITU World Telecommunication Indicators Database 

 
According to ITU (2009), the Sultanate of Oman had 3.2 million mobile subscribers in 
2008 with a growth rate of 40.2%. Mobile penetration in Oman is approximately 115.58% 
which has witnessed a high degree of mobile penetration in the past few years (see 
Figure 1). In the time span of 5 years marked between Year 2003 and Year 2008, 
number of mobile subscribers has increased more than 5 times reaching 3.2 million. 
However, fixed line subscribers grew only by 38,000 during that period (Figure 2).  
     
These major developments in the field of telecommunications technology has helped the 
growth of M-Commerce technology where business can be conducted electronically 
anytime anywhere. Riding on the success of the E-Commerce, Mobile commerce is 
considered to be the next technological evolution because of the rapidly changing needs 
of the customers. Customers are more demanding now a days, keeping in view their 
lifestyles, they need faster and more reliable wireless technology. M-Commerce is the 
right solutions for this demand as it makes traditional E-Commerce task to be performed 
easily through cell phone or PDA’s over wireless networks. 
 
Mobile Operators in the Sultanate of Oman  
 
Oman Mobile is the leading telecom service provider with market share of 60% (See 
omantel.com). The basis for this is that it has the maximum network coverage, several 
schemes which gives the customers value for money and a range of wireless and data 
services to the users of the network having an advanced 3G+ network. The other 
leading service provider Nawras has also giving a tough fight and has also introduced 
3G+ platform for its consumers which is supposed to boost the M-Commerce operations 
in the Sultanate. Currently almost all the banks are providing some form of E-banking 
and M-Banking such as Internet access, account information and funds transfer etc. 
 

Table 1: Mobile Operators and its Services in Oman. 
S/L Operators Service  Rendered 

1  
Oman Mobile

SMS Service, SMS Chat, SMS English Dictionary, Call Forwarding, Call 
Baring, Call waiting, Caller Line Identification, Multiparty Conferencing, 
Voice Messing Services, Auto Fax/Data, Paging, International Calls, 
International roaming, SMS2TV, SMS2Radio, 3.5G Mobile TV, Mobile 
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Broadband, Video Calls, Voice Mail, MMS services, Wireless Internet, 
Ibhar-WiFi, International MMS, Ring tons, True tons, Games, MMS 
cards, Wallpapers, Screensaver, Educational Portal SMS, My 
TravelMate, CallME, Sercvice, Short Code Directory, Secondary Result 
by SMS, Money Transfer, OM chat, Smart Investor, SMS parking, Jobs 
Search, Sews Service.[Oman Mobile, 2010] 

2 Nawras Nawras Mobile email, Nawras Wireless Data Link, Bulk SMS services, 
Mobile Fax Services, E-Billing, E-newsletter, Mobile TV, Mobile Data 
Access, Nawras Internet, Nawras 3G+, Broadband Internet, Mobile info 
Browsing, Video Calling, Video monitoring, E-Billing, Web SMS, 
International Roaming, International SMS and Picture SMS (MMS), SMS 
Parking, Nawras SMS Chat, SMS2Email, SMS2TV, WebSMS, Voice 
Mail, Voice Services,  Save contacts, Call baring and forwarding, Call 
waiting, Line Identification [Nawras, 2010] 

 
 
LITERATURE REVIEW  
 
Mobile commerce is considered to be an extension of E-Commerce that provides user to 
interact with other users or businesses using the wireless platform as anytime & 
anywhere accesses. The vibrant Omani market, with high level of technological 
acceptance provides an encouraging environment for M-Commerce growth. However, 
there has been no significant research done in this field in the sultanate of Oman. 
 
Charles et al., (2007) conducted a study on the M-commerce in the banking sector of 
Nigeria. The paper deals with the issue of adoption of ICT in the banking sector using 
SWOT analysis. It was found out that all banks in Nigeria offer e-banking and around 
52% of them also offer some form of M-banking services. The potential is great for M-
Commerce but due to lack of infrastructure support the implementation is not smooth. 
 
Coursaris & Khaled (2003) studied M-Commerce in Canada focusing on the issue of 
wireless privacy. An analysis of the Canadian Mobile market has been done with respect 
to both E-Commerce and M-Commerce followed by discussion of the needs and 
concerns of Mobile customers. The study is focusing on the privacy concern which 
arises because of the wireless interaction between the two parties and presents a 
framework for this. Also the responsibilities of the interacting parties for increasing the 
privacy have been highlighted. 
 
Tiwari, Buse, and Herstatt (2007), in their study titled, “Mobile Services in Banking 
Sector: The Role of Innovative Business in Generating Competitive Advantages" have 
empirically assessed the customer acceptance of the M-Commerce in Germany. The 
study found that the highest users of mobiles are the top management of the corporate, 
self employed, salaried persons, students and others. It was found that Government 
employees were found not supporting mobile banking. Some of the reasons that came in 
favor of mobile banking is its ubiquity, overview of bank account and immediacy. 
However the concerns of the users were mainly regarding the insecurity and high cost. 
 
E-Banking and M-Banking Services in Oman 
 
Table 2 gives an account of the present status of e-banking services in the sultanate. It 
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is found that almost all banks more or less are providing banking services using ICT 
platform for efficient and effective delivery of services. 
 

Table 2: E-Banking and M-banking Products and Service in Oman. 

Source: Information collected directly from all the mentioned banks' official website. 
 
Application of Mobile Commerce 
 
The commercial business transactions, which till now were being offered only on 
electronic medium, are now being offered on the fast emerging mobile platform. This has 
been due to the exponential rise in the number of mobile devices all over the world with 
one-third of the world population having access to it has boosted M-Commerce (Tiwari, 

S/N Bank Name E-Banking Services Internet banking 
Services 

M-banking services 

1 Bank Muscat -Platinum credit cards, Debit 
cards – Visa electron, Classic 
credit card, Gold credit card, 
Corporate executive cards, 
Student card, Picture card, 
Prepaid card, Basma rewards 
program 

-Online banking 
 

-Call Center 
-SMS Intimation 
Service (new) 

2 National Bank 
of Oman 
(NBO) 

-Special Offers, Al amiyal Card, 
NBO-Oman air card, NBO-Credit 
cards, NBO-ATM cards, NBO-
Master cards, Primary card, 
Supplementary card 

-NBO- web 
shopper card 
-Online  Banking 

Call Center 

3 Oman 
International 
Bank (OIB) 

-ABC Plus Visa Electron Debit 
Card, Visa platinum card, Visa 
Master Card - Gold Card, Visa 
Master Card - Classic Card, Visa 
Cyber Card – Al mubashar, Visa 
Business Card 

-Online  Banking -OIB's Phone Bank 
Services 
-Alhodhod SMS 
Banking 

4 Dhofar Bank   -MasterCard Platinum (VVIP) 
-MasterCard Standard / VISA 
Classic 
-Master card / VISA Gold 
-Al Noor Interest Free Credit 
Card 
-CHIP Card 
-VISA Electron Debit card 

-Ecomcard 
 -Online  Banking 

-Mersal SMS 
-Call Center 

5 Oman Arab 
Bank 

-Classic card, Gold card, 
Platinum card, Visa electron 

-Online services 
-Internet shopping 
card 

-Call Center 
-SMS (Tawasul) 

6 Abu Dabi 
Bank 

-Classic card, Gold card, 
Platinum card 

-Online Services 
-Internet Card 

-Call Center 
-LUUP Mobile 

7 Sohar Bank -Visa electron, Classic card, 
Excel Gold card, Excel Platinum 
card 

- Internet Banking -Call Center 
-M-Banking 

8 Ahli Bank - - Call Center 
9 HSBC HSBC Credit Cards, Gold card, 

Classic card, Platinum card 
-Personal Internet 
Banking 

Call Center 
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2006b). 
 
Some of the mobile applications are presented by Tiwari are modified and compiled in 
table 3 which is as follows 
 
Table 3: M-Commerce Applications and Services 

 
 
METHODOLOGY 
 
The paper is an attempt to assess the level of Information and Communication 
Technology adoption by the banking industry and to assess the prospects and user 
perceptions of M-Banking in the Sultanate of Oman. Two hundred fifty (250) 
questionnaires were administered to businessmen, banks academics and students out 
of which one hundred and ninety six (196) were returned. The data collected using 
questionnaires were analyzed using SPSS software.  
 
In this study two research tools were put to use. The first one is the exploratory review of 
secondary data obtained through internet and other secondary sources available such 
as report from the concerned banks and telecom services providers as well as 
information available on their websites. The second one was survey questionnaire that 
were distributed to access user perceptions of Mobile banking in the Sultanate of Oman.  
 
 
 

S.L M-Commerce Applications M-Commerce Services 

1 Mobile Banking (M-Banking) Mobile Accounting , Mobile Brokerage  
Mobile Financial Information 

2 Mobile Entertainment (M-
Entertainment) 

Mobile Gaming, Downloads (music and ring 
tones) Downloads (video and digital images) 
Location-based Entertainment Service 

3 Mobile Information Services Current Affairs, Travel Information & Tracking 
Services, Mobile Search Engines and 
Directives Mobile Offices 

4 Mobile Marketing (M-Marketing) Mobile Couponing, Direct Marketing , Mobile 
Newsletters, Organization of Mobile Events 

5 Mobile Shopping (M-Shopping) Mobile Purchasing of goods 
 

6 Mobile Ticketing (M-Ticketing) Public Transport, Sport and Cultural Events, 
Air and Rail Ticketing, Mobile Parking 

7 Mobile Health (M-Health) M-Diagnosis, M-Prescription, M-Referencing  
M-Appointment 

8 Mobile Payment (M-Payment)  
 

M-Purse, M-wallet, Micro payment & Macro 
payment 

9 Telematics Services  
 

Remote Diagnosis and maintenance of 
Vehicles, Navigation Services, Vehicle 
Tracking and Theft Protection, Emergency 
Services 
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DATA FINDINGS AND ANALYSIS 
 
Table 4 gives an account of the demographic profile of the respondents on the basis of 
their gender, age and educational status. 
 
Table 4: Demographic Profile of Respondents 
 

 
 
 
From the table it can be observed that the total respondent were 196 in number out of 
which 42(21.4%) were male and 154(78.6%) were female. This indicates that the female 
are more active in all the organizations in Oman. The age group analysis shows that the 
majority of the respondents are in the age group of 18-30 years which accounts for 
whopping 91.8%. The respondent in the age groups of 31-40, 41-50 and 50 above years 
were only few and stood at 4.1%, 2% and 2% respectively. This shows that the users of 
the modern gadgets are young. The analysis of the educational status tells  that majority 
of the respondent were Diploma holders which was 46.9%, followed by High school 
26.5%, Higher degree 21.4% and degree holder only 5.1 percent. It can be deduced 
from this that major chunk of the respondents were well educated and the total Diploma, 
Degree and Higher Degree constituted for 73.4% of the total. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 Frequency  Percentage  
Gender Male 42 21.4% 

Female 154 78.6% 
Total 196 100.0% 

Age Group 18-30 180 91.8% 
31-40 8 4.1% 
41-50 4 2.0% 

Above 50 4 2.0% 
Total 196 100.0% 

Educational 
Background 

High School 52 26.5% 
Diploma 92 46.9% 
Degree 10 5.1% 

Higher Degree 42 21.4% 
Total 196 100.0% 
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Table 5: User Intention and Availability of Banking Services in Oman 

                                                                                   
  
Currently there are two the types M-Commerce services provided by the banks in Oman 
such as M-Banking and SMS Banking. From the analysis of table 5, it came out that 
41.8% of the responders acknowledged that they use their mobile for banking services 
while 58.2% are not using theses service. It also shows that responses regarding the 
awareness of the respondents about the availability of types of mobile banking services, 
49% respondents were aware about the SMS banking services while 15.3% think that 
mobile services are available and 35.7% are not sure about any kind of mobile services 
available in Oman.  Table 5 list the advantages of M-banking such as ubiquitous 43.9%, 
fast reaction in market development 55.1%, paying bills 42.9% and viewing the account 
statements 26.5%. 
 
Table-6, asses the number of respondents having a mobile or not and 96.9% own a 
mobile phone while only 3.1% do not have mobile phones. This shows that the mobile 
users are huge in numbers. The table also gives an account of the types of phones used 
by the respondents. 46.9% use cell phones, 49% use smart phones and rest use 4.1% 
use Personal Digital Assistants (PDAs). It is indicating that only  50% respondents 
access the web using their mobiles showing that some of them have WAP facility  
embedded in their devices. 
 

 Frequency Percentage  
Intent to use mobile for Banking 
Service 

Yes 82 41.8%
No 114 58.2%
Total 196 100.0%

Available Banking Service 
 

Mobile Banking 30 15.3%
SMS Banking 96 49.0%
Not Sure 70 35.7%
Total 196 100.0%

Ubiquitous Yes 86 43.9%
  No 110 56.1%
  Total 196 100.0%
Fast Reaction Yes 108 55.1%
  No 88 44.9%
  Total 196 100.0%
Viewing Account Statement  Yes 52 26.5%
  No 144 73.5%
  Total 196 100.0%
Paying Bill Yes 84 42.9%
  No 112 57.1%
  Total 196 100.0%
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Table 6: Usage of Mobile Phone                                                            
             Table 7: Threats to M-banking  

 
 

                                                                                                              
Table 7 shows the respondents perception of threats of using M-Banking, which include 
security of transactions and unavailability of basic infrastructure. Security threat was the 
major concern of the respondents which stood at 60.2%, while 16.3% considered it as 
complicated to use and 44.9% felt it to be costly to use. It was also noted during the 
study that cost of the mobile services is very high in Sultanate of Oman as compared to 
other developing countries of the world. 
 
 
CONCLUSION 
 
All the banks in Oman use the ICT for prompt delivery of banking services like credit 
cards for e-payments, internet banking and mobile banking services. But M-Banking 
activities are limited to mobile finances information like Balance Enquiry, Mini Statement, 
Cheque Book request, Request to stop all ATM Cards, Exchange rates (Indicative 
rates), Credit Card Balance Enquiry, Salary Credit, ATM Withdrawal, Point of Sale 
(POS) Transaction, Fixed Deposit Renewal, Loan Overdue, Cheque bounced, Speed 
Transfer Transaction - Accepted / Rejected,  Customer deliverables acceptance 
acknowledgement (Debit Card and Pin, Credit Card and Pin, Internet Banking Pin, Call 
Center Pin, Cheque Book). 
 
The banks and telecom companies are well equipped to offer quality electronic and 
mobile services. Presently most of the banks are offering some form of M-banking but 
the services are very few. Although most of the banks are working on to provide other M-
banking services on priority basis. However, some coordinated approach has to be 
adopted by the financial services providers and telecommunication companies, so that 
M-banking services can be implemented. The 3G network which is already in place will 
definitely provide support in increasing M-Commerce activities in Oman. It will further 
boost with the availability of advanced mobile devices which provide a platform for easy 
and secure wireless financial transactions.  
 
M-Commerce has numerous opportunities for expansion in Oman keeping in view the 
development of the institutions which are responsible for its growth. However, at the 
same time the threat perception such as security of transactions, complexity of 

 Frequency  Percentage 
Own Mobile 
Phone 
 
  

Yes 190 96.9% 
No 6 3.1% 
Total 196 100.0% 

Type of 
Mobile Phone 
 

Cell Phone 92 46.9% 
Smart Phone 96 49.0% 
Personal Digital 
Assistant (PDA) 

8 4.1% 

Total  196 100.0% 
Access Web 
through 
Mobile 
 
  

Yes 98 50.0% 
No 98 50.0% 
Total 

196 100.0% 

 Frequency  Percentage 
Security 
Threats 
  
  

Yes 118 60.2% 
No 78 39.8% 
Total 196 100.0% 

Complicated 
  
  

Yes 32 16.3% 
No 164 83.7% 
Total 196 100.0% 

Expensive 
  
  

Yes 88 44.9% 
No 108 55.1% 
Total 196 100.0% 
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operations and high cost of services which is major issue highlighted by the users also 
needed to be addressed to put the users of M-Commerce at ease.  
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